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13 political parties demand the withdrawal of the police
force from a village near the proposed JSW plant
‘Janabadi’ Bureau Review

India's R-naught value which
indicates the spread of COVID-19
was recorded at 4 this week,
suggesting a very high infection
transmission rate, according to a
preliminary analysis by IIT Madras
predicting the peak of the third wave
between February 1-15.
R-naught or R0 indicates the
number of people an infected person
can spread the disease to. A
pandemic is considered to end if this
value goes below 1.
Based on preliminary analysis
by computational modeling done by
IIT Madras, which...
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Bhubaneswar, Jan 18 (PTI) At least
13 political parties Tuesday demanded
immediate withdrawal of police force
from Dhinkia village,
close to the proposed
JSW steel plant in
Odisha's Jagatsinghpur
district,
which
witnessed a clash
between residents and
security personnel over
the destruction of betel
vines for the project.
Villagers
had
claimed that at least 45
protestors, including
children and elderly
people, were injured as the police batoncharged them on January 14.
The parties comprising Congress,
CPI, CPM, CPI-ML, Forward Block,

CPIML (Red Star), CPIML(New
Democracy), CPI(ML), Samajwadi
Party, AAP, RJD, and the NCP at a joint

meeting strongly condemned the alleged
police excess on the villagers while
acquiring betel vineyards.
In a joint resolution, the parties

demanded immediate withdrawal of the
force, stop forcible land acquisition for
JSW, and proper treatment for the
injured.
"Several people of the
village have not yet
returned to their houses
fearing arrest. They are
either hiding in the nearby
jungle or have left the area
out of fear," CPI(M) leader
Suresh Panigrahi said.
The parties also
decided to undertake a
visit to Dhinkia village, the
epicenter of the anti-steel
plant movement, on
January 21 and draw the attention of
Governor Ganeshi Lal.
They also supported the Sanjukta
Kissan Morcha's...
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Odisha : Deja Vu in Dhinkia as People Renew
Protests Against Jindal's Steel Project
(Reporting by Achyut Mohanty)
The sandy lanes of Dhinkia and
surrounding villages are once again
ringing with cries of protest - this time
against the proposed project by JSW
Utkal Steel Ltd (JUSL) in the coastal
Jagatsinghpur district of Odisha. While
the communities living in Dhinkia,
Nuagaon, Gobindpur, and Noliyasahi in
Ersama tehsil fought a decade-long
battle to evict POSCO, the South
Korean global steel major which
withdrew in 2017, the land acquired for
the project was handed over to Jindal
for its proposed integrated steel plant.
JUSL is a wholly-owned subsidiary
of JSW and proposes to build a Rs
65,000 crore 13.2 million tonnes per

annum (MTPA) integrated steel plant,
comprising a 900 MW captive power
plant, and a 10 MTPA cement grinding
and mixing unit. The iron
ore for the plant shall be
sourced through a slurry
pipeline from a 30 MTPA
iron ore grinding and desliming plant proposed in
the Keonjhar district of
Odisha. It also plans to
build a 52 MTPA
handling capacity captive jetties on
the right bank of the Jatadhar river,
adjacent to the plant. The affected
villages are Dhinkia, Gobindpur,
Nuagaon, Polanga, Bayanala, and

Jatadhar. The project has not received
environmental clearance as yet and an
application was made to the Union
Ministry
of
Environment, Forests
and Climate Change for
the fourth time on
December 12, 2021.
The
POSCO
Pratirodh Sangram
Samiti (Anti-POSCO
Campaign), now recast
as the Jindal Pratirodh Bheetamati
Suraksha Samiti, is back to defend the
villages against the entry of police,
just as it did earlier. Prashant Paikray,
the spokesperson for the Samiti, told

that the protests began in Dhinkia on
December 4, when police arrived at
night amid a raging cyclone to arrest
Debendra Swain, a Samiti leader.
"They tried to break the front door of
Swain's house and damaged it. When
they did not find Swain they arrested
his uncle Ayodhya and his daughter
Lili," he said.
Paikray said villagers are being
harassed in various ways for
protesting against the plant. The
Odisha panchayat raj department
launched disciplinary action against
Swain, a member of the Dhinkia
panchayat, and issued a show-cause
to him. Swain submitted... 4Page-3
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Budget 2022 : Blind to today's
challenges, the Modi government promises
'Amrit Kaal' in the distant future

The budget presented by finance minister Nirmala Sitharaman
would be funny if it were not so cruel. For a country struggling
with numerous existential issues, ranging from the steep fall of
over 100 million into extreme poverty to catastrophic drop in already poor learning levels as well as a breakdown of public
healthcare, Sitharaman's budget failed to address any of these, even
superficially. Instead, she expounded on a hare-brained Amrit Kaal,
kicking the ball down the road by a full 25 years.
Despite the din of gushing praises showered by the numerous
pro-government media as well as practically every single industrialist and business lobby that jumped as if on a cue as soon as Union finance minister Nirmala Sitharaman presented the union budget
for 2022-23, a few sounds of concern over the disastrous budget
that promised some 'Acche Din' rebranded as Amrit Kaal 25 years
hence, but completely ignored the numerous existential challenges
that India faces today, were audible.
One of the loudest noises of protests came from the battered
tourism and travel industry which has been brought to its knees by
the pandemic and is yet to receive any assistance from the Indian
government, while their counterparts in other countries have been
fairly handsomely compensated for the near-total disruption of
business.
The tourism industry roundly criticized the government for continuing to ignore their pleas for even small assistance like tax breaks.
Travel Agents Association of India (TAAI), India's premier and
largest travel and tourism association, expressed deep dissatisfaction with the budget. ''Our trade has suffered tremendously due to
the pandemic and it was expected that the government would at
least work towards positive upliftment of the travel and tourism in
India, which they always portray as a priority? In our representations to the Finance Minister over last two months, we had requested for GST input credits be made available across states for
hotels and travel-tour operators,'' says Jyoti Mayal, president of
TAAI.
TAAI was soon joined by other bodies which also criticized the
government for its inaction in helping them resolve their problems
of the day, instead of promising them some heavenly state of affairs a quarter of a century later. This is despite numerous acknowledgments by Narendra Modi himself about the importance of tourism as a job-creating sector with high potential in areas without
many other employment opportunities.
The government's turning a blind eye to the travel industry is
just the tip of the iceberg in the way the budget has cast aside the
priorities of the country today while making hollow promises that
it says would be fulfilled but only on a 25-year timescale.
In her enthusiasm to promote the imaginary Amrit Kaal (an era
of nectar), Sitharaman preferred to cast aside the real problems
afflicting not just millions but over half a billion people that have
been hit very hard by the government's fumbling over handling of
Covid-19 and its aftermath.
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Odisha panchayat elections in 5 phases
from Feb 16; OBC politics in the spotlight
Elections to Panchayati raj 54 percent of the total population.
institutions in Odisha will be held While the ruling Biju Janata Dal
in five phases between February 16 (BJD) initially said it will give 27
and 24 this year with a complete percent of the tickets to OBCs, last
ban on political rallies given the month it upped it to 40 percent. The
rising Covid-19 cases, state Bharatiya Janata Party (BJP) and
election commissioner Aditya the Congress have not made any
announcement on how many of the
Prasad Padhi said on Tuesday.
The election commissioner said tickets will they give to OBCs, but
voting for 853 Zilla Parishad seats, have indicated that they may match
or surpass the BJD's
91,916 wards, and
number.
6,794-gram panchayats
The
state
will be held on
government's plans
February 16, 18, 20, 22,
for reservation of
and February 24
seats for backward
between 7 am and 1
castes for the first time
pm. The counting of
in panchayat polls
votes, which will be
came to a standstill
done at the block sadar
after the Orissa high
level, will be held on
Achyuta
Das
court in December
February 26, 27, and
ordered the government to
28.
Padhi said the model code of withdraw its notification on a
conduct has come into effect from reservation of seats for the
Tuesday and will be in force till forthcoming panchayat polls and
February 28. "Given Covid cases, publish a new notification citing a
only door-to-door campaigning judgment by the Supreme Court
with not more than 5 people which quashed the Maharashtra
including the candidate would be government's ordinance making
allowed. No physical rally of 27% reservation for OBCs in all
political parties or probable Zilla Parishad and panchayat
candidates or any other group samitis without collecting data on
related to an election would be OBCs in every municipal body
seat.
allowed.
In September last year, the
Political parties and candidates
are advised to conduct their Odisha Assembly passed the
Panchayat
Laws
campaign as much as possible Odisha
through digital/ virtual/ media (Amendment) Bill, 2021, which
platforms/ mobile-based mode would have ensured at least 21
instead of physical mode ensuring percent vertical reservation for the
strict compliance with Covid safety OBCs as a little more than 28
percent of the seats are to be
norms.
Only fully-vaccinated persons reserved for SCs and STs.
With no official reservation for
after negative RT-PCR or Rapid
Antigen testing will be allowed OBCs now possible, the BJD has
into the counting centers," said announced giving 40 percent of the
tickets to the backward class. The
Padhi.
This will be one of the few times Congress and the BJP, which
in Odisha when an election is held wanted postponement of the polls
with caste at the forefront with citing Covid-19 cases, have
political parties competing dismissed the claims of the BJD
amongst themselves to give more saying the party has taken the easy
representation to the Other way out rather than challenging the
Backward
Caste
(OBC) high court order in the Supreme
community who constitute at least Court. "We would...
4Page-3
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Third Wave May Peak ...
was shared with news agency
PTI, the R0 value was close to
2.9 nationally in the past week
(December 25 to December 31).
The number was recorded at 4
this week (January 1-6).
Explainingfurther, Dr.Jayant
Jha, Assistant Professor,
Department of Mathematics,
IIT Madras, said R0 depends on
three things -- transmissibility
probability, contact rate & the
expected time interval in
which infection can happen.
"Now, with the increase in
quarantine measures or
restrictions, maybe the contact
rate will go down and then, in
that case, R0 can decrease. So,
based on our preliminary
analysis, which is just based
on the last two weeks, we can
tell these numbers, but again,
these numbers can change
based on how much
affirmative action is taken
concerning the social
gathering and all," he said.
The Union Health Ministry
on Wednesday said India is
seeing an exponential rise in
the number of coronavirus
cases, which is believed to be
driven by the Omicron variant.
It also highlighted that the
country's R naught value is
2.69, higher than the 1.69
recorded during the peak of
the pandemic's second wave.
Mr. Jha said the ministry's

estimates are based on a
different time interval than IIT
Madras which has done the
preliminary analysis from the
past two weeks.
He further said that as per
their estimate, the peak in the
current wave is expected to
come between February 1-15
and it is expected to be sharper
than earlier peaks.

13 political parties ...
call to observe "Dhinkia Day"
on January 20 to express
solidarity with the people of the
village.
Alleging that there has been
a gross violation of human
rights and fundamental rights of
the people, the 13 parties also
demanded a High Courtmonitored SIT to probe into the
police lathi-charge at Dhikia
village.
Meanwhile, the Odisha unit
of the BJP alleged that the
police resorted to lathi-charge
on unarmed villagers without
any provocation.
"The clash is a reflection of
the fight between Water
Resources
Minister
Raghunandan Das and
Jagatsinghpur district president
of BJD and MLA Prasanta
Muduli," alleged BJP leader
Bibhu Prasad Tarai.
He claimed that the clash
was politically motivated to
pave the way for the
collection of more donations

from JSW Steel.
"After the lathi charge on
January 14, police forces are
still deployed at the village till
date. This is a violation of
human rights. We have
submitted a memorandum to
the Odisha Human Rights
Commission (OHRC) in this
regard today," Tarai added.
In a related development,
two separate public interest
litigations (PILs) were filed in
the Orissa High Court on
Tuesday in connection with the
lathi charge on the protestors at
Dhinkia village.
The petitioners prayed to the
court to restrain the police from
'terrorizing' the villagers and not
to evict them from the land by
using force, provide proper
compensation to victims, and
treatment to the injured persons.

Odisha : Deja ...
he could not appear for a
hearing and on December 8,
2021, he was informed that he
was removed as a panchayat
member.
Since December 5, the
people of Dhinkia blockaded
the entrance to the village
which has been bifurcated into
three new revenue villages Dhinkia, Mahala, and Patana.
Using tactics similar to the
ones they used against
POSCO, the communities
affected by the JUSL project
erected bamboo gates and

refused to allow the police or
government officials and JSW
staff.
The police have been
present at Patana for a few
months as there were protests
against a road being built
there. Since December 10, the
police have set up camps with
three platoons, according to
Akhileshvar Singh, the
superintendent of police,
Jagatsinghpur. Singh said that
on the night of December 4,
there was a complaint from
Prabhat Rout, a resident of
Patana, that two bombs were
thrown into his house. The
police team which went to
investigate was attacked on its
way to the village.
After reinforcements were
called in, two platoons were
sent to Dhinkia but they too
were attacked and there was
plenty of stone-throwing - so
the police returned, as they
were unprepared for such an
event, he said, adding that
some policemen were injured.
After that, the people have
made three gates and no one
can enter the villages. Police
camps were set up so that no
more untoward incidents
would occur, he said.
No arrest has been made in
the bomb blast case, though
the alleged culprits have
sought refuge in Dhinkia,

Singh said.
The police have filed fresh
cases over the last two months
and arrested 11 persons,
according to legal activist
Sarita Barpanda. Last Friday,
the high court granted
anticipatory bail to 104 men
and 29 women from the
project area, charged with
different offenses. Earlier,
during the anti-POSCO
protests, over 1,000 cases
were filed against the agitators
and many still have nonbailable warrants pending
against them.
In addition, she said that
the police picked up Sasmita
Malik, a Dhinkia resident, and
her eleven-year-old daughter
when they were working in
their betel vine plot. Malik
was in jail while her daughter
was sent to the Child Welfare
Centre, in total violation of
their rights, she pointed out.
Communities in Dhinkia
are also protesting the creation
of two new revenue villages Mahala and Patana, carved out
of the original village, which
were former hamlets. This is an
attempt to isolate Dhinkia, said
Paikray. On December 20,
when hundreds of people went
to protest the demarcation of
Mahala village, police entered
Dhinkia and beat up several
persons, he said.

campaign for his party in 2017
panchayat polls which led
many in the party to believe
the reason for BJD's 'underperformance', has left no
stones unturned this time as
he went around campaigning
in several districts over the last
3-4 months distributing smart
health cards under Biju
Swasthya Kalyan Yojana, a
health insurance scheme that
allows the beneficiaries to get
free treatment in private
hospitals. Patnaik has
showered sops such as raising
the upper age limit for
government jobs to 38 years,

an incentive to Anganwadi
and SHG workers, money for
the repair of houses in village
areas, increasing the pay of
over 33000 junior teachers in
schools by over 50 percent
and regularizing jobs of over
8100 contractual teachers in
schools. Unlike 2017
panchayat polls when
counting of votes was held in
each panchayat on the day of
polling which revealed the
names
of
victorious
candidates, in 2022 panchayat
polls the counting will be held
centrally at the block level on
different dates.

THE REST OF PAGE-2

challenge the HC order on
OBC reservation before SC in
the next couple of days. Let
the poll process go on. We are
determined to get at least 27
percent reservation for the
OBCs in the panchayat polls,"
said Surath Biswal, head of
the BJP's OBC morcha.
Though caste has never
been a factor in the state's
politics, the BJD's stirring the
OBC pot may have been
triggered by fears of the
opposition BJP trying to target
them ahead of the panchayat
polls. Senior BJP leader and
union education and skill

development
minister
Dharmendra
Pradhan,
himself an OBC, early last
year wrote a letter to chief
minister Naveen Patnaik
urging him to reserve seats for
students belonging to the
OBC category and the
socially and economically
backward classes. In the 2019
Lok Sabha election, the BJP
went to town stressing Modi's
OBC roots.
The verdict of the 2022
panchayat polls will
determine whether the BJP
has gained any strength after
it challenged the hegemony of

the BJD in the 2017
panchayat polls winning 297
of the 851 Zilla Parishad seats,
its best-ever performance in
the rural polls. The 2017
panchayat poll laid the ground
for a sterling performance for
the BJP in the 2019 Lok
Sabha polls when the party
secured 38.4 percent of the
votes and won 8 Lok Sabha
seats. In the Assembly polls
held simultaneously with Lok
Sabha polls, the party secured
32.5 percent of the votes
winning 23 of the 147 seats.
Chief Minister Naveen
Patnaik who did not
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Dhinkia Clash: CM Naveen Is Avenging
POSCO Failure, Alleges Congress

Amid the unrest in
Dhinkia
village
of
Jagatsinghpur district where
a violent clash broke out
between the residents and
police recently, Odisha
Congress spokesperson
Nishikant Mishra alleged
that Odisha Chief Minister
Naveen Patnaik is avenging
the failure of the POSCO
project by using police force
against the innocent people.
Addressing a presser on
Friday, Mishra said the
Odisha government seems to
have forgotten that the
Constitution of India
envisages the country to be

a welfare state. "But the
people of Dhinkia are being
tortured," he said.
"By summing up all the
incidents in Dhinkia, we can
say that Odisha Chief
Minister Naveen Patnaik is
avenging the setbacks he had
received in the POSCO
project by using police force
in Dhinkia against the
villagers," alleged the
Congress leader.
It is pertinent to mention
here that South Korean steel
company, POSCO had
proposed a 12 billion dollar
steel complex in Odisha's
Jagatsinghpur
district.

However, the company had to
pull out of the project in 2017,
after facing years of stiff
public resistance.
On the other hand, social
activists and intellectuals
have condemned the alleged
police excess in Dhinkia. "All
that happened in Dhinkia was
an act against humanity. It was
a clear-cut case of violation of
Human Rights. We strongly
condemned such police
excess at the behest of the
State government," said a
social activist.
Alleging violation of
Human Rights and the Right
to Live in the village,

Gatikrushna Satapathy, a
lawyer, alleged that a
conspiracy has been hatched
by the Odisha government
and the administration,
including the district
administration officials and
police force, to destroy
Dhinkia. The people of
Dhinkia have been opposing
the proposed JSW Steel
project in their village.
However, on January 14, the
police carried out an eviction
drive in the village which
faced strong opposition from
the locals.
The police then resorted to
the lathi charge to disperse the
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crowd, injuring several
v i l l a g e r s .
Subsequently, the
village was converted

into a virtual fortress minimum facilities to
with the deployment of the area.
a huge force and
Meanwhile,
the
curtailing the supply of Orissa High Court on

'Hospital wagon' is
far from reach
Jharsuguda (Bureau): The
villagers of Jagapada, on the
border of Kolabira block in
Jharsuguda district, are facing
untold hardships as there are no
good roads. The road to Jagapada
village under the Shodhamal
panchayat in this
block is in
deplorable
condition. Even if
someone in the
village gets sick,
the ambulance
can't even get to
that village. An
ambulance was
called to the scene, and a man from
the village was taken to hospital.
But the ambulance could not enter
the village. Later, two young men
carried the sick man on a stretcher
to the Bohi ambulance. As there
was no road to the village from the

east, a road was constructed under
the MNREGA scheme. Due to the
recent rains, the roads have been
washed away and huge potholes
have come into existence. The
situation is due to the lack of
maintenance on the half-kilometer
road
from
Jhada Pada
village on the
Leida road
f r o m
Amanapalli to
Shojamal
panchayat.
According to
Kolabira
Video, a road was built to the
village last year at Rs 5 lakh
under the MNREGA scheme.
There are two culverts on this
road. Arrangements are being
made for the construction of the
culvert soon.

Thursday directed the
State Home Department
to submit a status report
on the present situation

in the 'ground zero' at
Dhinkia. The next
hearing will be held on
January 27.

State pins hope on 2nd
AIIMS in Union Budget
Bhubaneswar: Healthcare
experts and civil society
members hope that the Centre
will sanction the proposal of a
second AIIMS for Odisha in the
Union Budget. The state
government
has
been
demanding a national-level
healthcare institution in the
western part of Odisha.
In November 2020, the state
chief secretary had written to the
Union ministry of health and
family welfare to establish a
second AIIMS in Sundargarh
district. The top bureaucrat had
argued that some states,
including Bihar, have two
AIIMS.
The state, in December 2013,
had signed a memorandum of
understanding with National
Thermal Power Corporation
(NTPC) to start a medical

college and hospital at
Sundargarh. Construction work
of the 100-seated medical
college and 500-bed hospital has
already been completed.
Braja Kishore Dash, state
secretary of the Indian Medical
Association, said the facility,
built by NTPC at Sundargarh, is
suitable to become an AIIMS. "It
will not only cater to the

healthcare needs of western
Odisha people but also serve
patients from neighboring
states," he added.
Another expert, who works
at the government hospital, said:
"Considering the heavy inflow
of outdoor and indoor patients
in AIIMS Bhubaneswar, a
second AIIMS is the need of the
hour."
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Dhimsa radio churns social
change in Koraput
Rabishankar

KORAPUT: In the tribal-dominated Koraput
block where government benefits rarely reach the
people at the grassroots, a community radio
station - Dhimsa - has become a tool for social
change.
Set up by South Odisha Voluntary Action
(SOVA) with UNICEF support in 2008 at
Chhapar village in the block, the community
radio has been disseminating information on
government schemes, highlighting various issues

and news through narrowcasting in Desia language
and other local dialects.
It reaches out to areas in a 12 km radius, covering
a population of 1,25,000 people spread across 63
villages of six-gram panchayats. Listeners clubs
have been formed in each of these villages.
From food sovereignty, organic farming to
women's health and empowerment and problems
faced by children, the issues that the community
radio highlights are many.
"We also provide a platform to the rural
residents to air their grievances and artistes to
showcase their talent," said the secretary of
SOVA, Sanjit Patnaik.
Radio Dhimsa broadcasts for nine hours a day
including one hour of live show where
information on government schemes, people's
rights, and issues are highlighted by reporters.
The community radio station has 12 reporters
who travel extensively to all the rural areas in
the district and interview villagers.
While mornings are meant for programs like
'Gitkudi' (musical show by tribal artistes, 'Sust
Gagod' (good health), 'Chasi Bhaitanay Podey
(agriculture updates and techniques), the
evenings are meant for special shows like 'Kenta
Koley Kenta Hoisi' which focuses on how to avail

government benefits and 'Emti Amor Gaon'
where villagers are given training on skills like
making leaf plates, paddy preservation and
bamboo products among other things.
Station supervisor Udaynath Hantal said with
the schools closed, they are also focussing on
bridging the education gap in tribal villages.
"We have roped in teachers who teach children
on different subjects class-wise in a program
called Pathsala. Besides, Anganwadi workers and
ANMs have a phone-in program 'Katakoru' where
they speak to women about various health and
livelihood issues", he added.
With the State government's awareness
campaigns on dos and don'ts during Covid-19
mostly being in the Odia language, the radio
played an important role in producing and
broadcasting information related to the disease
and its preventive measures in local dialects.
This time when the State is facing a third
wave, similar arrangements have been put in
place, Sanjit said.
He added that as mountains sometimes
hamper broadcasting, the State government
should consider establishing FM stations in all
the blocks so that radio programs reach out to a
lot more people.

16 years on, demarcation Presence of an office,
awaits land beneficiaries absence of officers !
BHAWANIPATNA: Deprived of
housing benefits despite having received
land patta years back, as many as 15
beneficiary residents of Ghoda Bandh
village under Kalampur block of
Kalahandi district have appealed to the
district administration for early
demarcation of plots. They submitted
a memorandum in this regard to
Kalampur tehsildar Karisma Behera
on Saturday. As per reports, 10 ST, two
SC, and three OBC beneficiaries from
the village had received patta for
homestead land of four decimal each
in 2006. But even after 16 years, they
are unable to apply for various
government housing schemes as the
Revenue department is yet to
demarcate the land. Two of the

aggrieved beneficiaries Sudhir Majhi
and Jhuri Majhi said, "We have lost
all hope. It's been years now and we
are still unable to avail benefits of
housing schemes despite having patta.
It's about time the authorities speed up
the due process."
Sources said, there are similar
instances in Bandhana, Gumabahal,
and Bankapala villages in Kalampur
block and Parmanandpur and
Medinipur villages in Bhawanipatna
block while allegations are rife that
many outsiders are encroaching on the
allotted plots.
Contacted, Kalampur tehsildar
Karisma Behera said, "I have received
the memorandum and will do the
needful to address the issue."

Sambalpur (Bureau): The office
is locked. The office is said to have
not been opened since the office
was built. The Uttaranchal Deputy
Registrar's Office is located behind
the district commissioner's office.
It has become the shelter for cattle.
The place was inaugurated by Chief
Minister Naveen Patnaik in the
presence of the then Finance
Minister Prasanna Acharya, MP
Amar Pradhan, and Sambalpur
MLA Jai Narayan Mishra. Adjacent
to this office is the Sanskriti
Bhavan. The Chief Minister also
inaugurated the Sanskriti Bhavan
building on the same day. Sanskriti

Bhavan is the office of the District
Culture Officer. The post of district
culture officer has been vacant for
many years. The district tourism
officer has been given the additional
responsibility of the district culture
officer. District tourism officials
and employees often do not come
to the office. Due to the closure of
Sanskrit Bhawan, the district is
facing a shortage of artists from
various parts of the district for
allowances and other work. There
is a beautiful office building built
at a cost of crores of rupees, but the
two offices are locked because there
are no officers.
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Odisha: Daberi villagers are deprived of basic
amenities, threaten to boycott Panchayat polls
Phulbani: Both the Union and State
governments have launched several projects and
spent thousands of crores of rupees for the
development of the villages and the people.
However, Daberi village under the Daringibadi
Block of Odisha's Kandhamal district is deprived
of basic amenities.
Daberi village is situated 20 kilometers away
from the Tajungi Grama Panchayat. Around 300
members of 30 tribal families are living in the
village. Forget about the electricity, mobile
network connectivity, and piped drinking water
supply, the village has no road connectivity. One
has to walk around 7 KM and through dense forest
to reach the village.
People carry the patients either on coat or sling
to reach the hospital. They have to climb ghats

After failing to find solace from anyone, the
villagers have now started to construct roads for
themselves. People of all ages have joined the
construction of roads. The locals alleged that
several politicians reach the village only during
the election time to seek their votes. However, they
never return to the village and provide any
developmental project to the people after
completion of polls. Therefore, the villagers have
threatened to boycott the upcoming Panchayat
election.When asked about the situation of the
Daberi village, Panchayat Samiti Chairperson
Ruda Malick said that the Government of
for about 7 KM to get five kgs of free rice. From sanctioned Rs 20 lakh for the construction of roads
time and again the villagers have run from pillar to to the village. However, the work is yet to begin
posts to request the concerned officials to get basic due to COVID restrictions. Hopefully, it will start
amenities. However, their plea has gone unheard. after the Panchayat election.

Odisha: BJP Zilla Parishad candidate
goes missing, points finger at BJD
Five days after a BJP Zilla Parishad (ZP) candidate from Kalimela
block of Malkangiri district in Odisha remained untraceable, the party
on Thursday complained to the local police alleging involvement of a
home guard.
Rina Kabasi, a civil engineer graduate who quit her job in the Railways
to contest the Zilla Parishad elections on a BJP ticket, reportedly went
missing on January 23. According to her family members, she applied
for withdrawal of her nomination on January 23 and has not returned
home since then.
In Tumbaguda village, a remote village of Kalimela block, Rina's
brother Bhima said, "She was being asked to withdraw her nomination
but she had decided not to. On Wednesday, one person who identified
himself as Sudhir Kumar Swain and works as a home guard had come
home and given a blank cheque to us. We had denied the offer but we
suspect that he is behind my sister's disappearance." Based on this,
the BJP block unit on Thursday complained Sudhir. "Rina was a strong
contender for our party. She was repeatedly forced to withdraw her
nomination. But she did not give in to the monetary offers by the BJD.
We suspect that the BJD is behind her disappearance and used this said
person as an agent. We have demanded that this person be identified
and arrested at the earliest," BJP's Kalimela Mandal president Ratnakar
Panigrahi said. BJD however has denied any involvement in the
disappearance of the candidate. Chitrakonda MLA and BJD district
president Purna Chandra Baka denied the charges leveled by BJP. "These
allegations are baseless. The police must investigate the matter," he said.
"We have received a written complaint and are looking into the matter.
The home guard is absent from duty for the last one year and proceedings
against him as per rules are underway," Malkangiri SP Nitesh Wadhwani
said.

Odisha farmers stage
dharna over crop loss
JAGATSINGHPUR: Scores of farmers under the
banner of Naba Nirman Krushak Sangathan (NNKS) on
Thursday staged a dharna in front of the Collector's office
here demanding compensation for crop damage and
fulfillment of other demands.
The protestors said heavy rains in September and
December last year had damaged paddy crops on large
tracts of land in the district. They said since the
compensation for the damage to their crops has not yet
been given, it has become difficult for them to repay the
loans availed from local cooperative societies for
cultivation.
Sources said a joint survey by the Revenue and
Agriculture department had been conducted to assess
damage to paddy crops on around 40,000 hectares of land
and the report was submitted to the State government for
disbursal of compensation. This apart, a team from the
Centre too had visited the affected areas of the district to
assess crop damage. But no steps have yet been taken to
compensate the affected farmers for their losses.
The protestors also demanded exemption from
repayment of loans, a drainage system to channelize
stagnant rainwater from paddy fields, up-gradation of
irrigation system, and supply of seeds and other benefits to
the farmers for cultivation of Rabi crop.
NNKS leader Debi Prasad Moharana said officials from
the administration had urged the farmers to attend a meeting
with them to discuss the issues but the latter refused. "We
have proposed the administration to convene the meeting
on Friday to discuss the issues," Moharana said.
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Orissa high court asks for a status report on
violence in Dhinkia steel plant site
JAGATSINGHPUR: The
Orissa high court on
Thursday asked the state's
home department to submit
a status report on the ground
situation in Dhinkia village,
the proposed site of a 13.2
million tonne per annum
integrated steel plant by
Jindal Steel Works (JSW) in
Jagatsinghpur district, where
a face-off between villagers
and police left more than two
dozen persons injured six
days ago.
Justice RK Patnaik
sought
the
home
department's status report on
the issue while hearing a PIL
filed by Kuni Mallick and
four others seeking a probe
by a committee comprising a

retired Judge of the high
court, social activists, and
members of the civil society
into the "police atrocities"
committed on the residents of
Dhinkia.
On Friday, police and
villagers clashed at Dhinkia
village when the former were
marching to demolish the
betel vines within the project
area of the steel plant. Of the
2950 acres of land required
for the project, 45.56 acres of
forestland is in Dhinkia,
where people are adamant not
to allow the project to happen
to argue that their livelihood
depends on the betel vines.
After the clash, which also
left some policemen injured,
six persons including a

former member of panchayat
Samiti Debendra Swain, who
has been campaigning against
the proposed plant, were
arrested.
Meanwhile, a delegation

JSW Standoff : Crowds
spark Covid concern
J A G AT S I N G H P U R :
Even as cases of Covid-19
are rising alarmingly across
the state, the Special Relief
Commissioner's warning of
stern action against safety
violations is going unheeded
in the ongoing JSW steel
plant-related standoff in
Jagatsinghpur district. The
contentious
land
acquisition for the project
is seeing large gatherings
across Dhinkia, Nuagaon,
and Gadkujang panchayats
with rampant flouting of
masking and social
distancing norms by
people, police, antidisplacement leaders, elected
representatives, government,
and JSW officials.
Many villagers in Dhinkia
have complained that they
are even reluctant to go to
nearby hospitals for testing
due to fear of arrest by
police. "Police have sealed
the village for the last 15
days to foil the JSW stir and
we are unable to step out to

buy masks and sanitizers. But
we have vowed to protect our
land and don't care about
safety measures," they said.
As per reports, even
though many including the
Water Resources Minister
Raghunandan Das have tested
positive,
neither
the
administration nor the Health

department has taken any
steps to restrict the
demonstrations and gatherings
in these panchayats.
Contacted, chief district
medical officer Dilip Panda
informed
that
the
administration has directed
Paradip ADM, the local
tehsildar, and BDO of
Erasama to ensure compliance
to Covid guidelines during the

meetings failing which stern
action will be taken.
Meanwhile,
panic
prevailed in Dhinkia after a
fine of Rs 5 lakh each was
slapped on five JSW
supporters at a village meeting
on Sunday. Sources said the
penalty was imposed on those
persons who agreed to give
away their betel vines for
the land acquisition on
grounds of going against
the collective decision of
the village to oppose the
steel plant.
Nearly 700 acres of
forest land have been
identified for betel vine
demolition in Patana, Mahala,
and Dhinkia villages.
However, many betel vine
owners who have been
convinced to give away their
land are now facing the ire of
anti-JSW villagers. Earlier, 15
other villagers who had sided
with the administration were
punished by the village
committee for violating the
majority decision.

of over a dozen political
parties
submitted
a
memorandum to Odisha
Governor Ganeshi Lal,
seeking his intervention to
stop what they called "police
atrocities" in Dhinkia.
The parties alleged that
the Odisha government was
using police force to evict
villagers and they have left
the village out of fear. They
demanded that the police
should be withdrawn from
Dhinkia and demolition of
betel vines be stopped
forthwith.
In 2017, JSW Utkal Steel
Limited, led by industrialist
Sajjan Jindal, proposed to set
up a 13.2 million tonnes per
annum integrated steel plant

at the same site that was
initially allocated to the
Korean steel major Posco
more than a decade ago.
The Korean company,
which signed a pact with
the Odisha government, had
to withdraw from it after
protests by the people of
Dhinkia.
The new steel plant by
JSW in Jagatsighpur will
connect with the company's
proposed 30 MTPA iron-ore
grinding plant in the
Keonjhar district via a 312
km-long slurry pipeline. A 52
MTPA captive jetty located
near the Jatadhar river mouth
will also cater to the import
and export requirements of
the company.

Bulli Bai App case: Mumbai Police
arrests Niraj Singh from Odisha's
Brajrajnagar, to take on 6 days' remand
Bhubaneswar: The fourth
accused of the Bulli Bai App
case was arrested from Odisha.
Mumbai Police arrested Niraj
Singh from Odisha, who has
been identified as a resident of
Brajrajnagar in Jharsuguda
district.
As per the latest reports,
Mumbai Police will take the
accused Niraj Singh on 6 days
remand. The Court has allowed
Mumbai Police in this matter.
The case has been lodged in the
Cyber Police Station of
Mumbai Crime Branch. A team
of the Mumbai Crime Branch
has reached Odisha under the
leadership of SI Ganesh Sirke.

The charges that have been
framed against the accused
Niraj Singh are under sections
153A, 153B, 295A, 509, 500,
and 354 of IPC and u/s 67 of
IT Act.
It is to be noted that Vishal
Jha, Shweta Singh, and
Mayank Rawal were earlier
arrested by the Mumbai Police
from different states in this
case. On January 1, the Bulli
Bai app posted photos of
several women of a particular
religion including journalists,
social workers, students, and
famous personalities. It
happened six months after the
controversy of Sulli Deals.
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